The Molybdenum Isotope System as a Tracer of Slab Input in Subduction Zones: An Example From Martinique, Lesser Antilles Arc
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Abstract: Molybdenum isotopes are fractionated by Earth-surface processes and may provide a tracer for the recycling of crustal material into the mantle. Here, we examined the Mo isotope composition of arc lavas from Martinique in the Lesser Antilles arc, along with Cretaceous and Cenozoic Deep Sea Drilling Project sediments representing potential sedimentary inputs into the subduction zone. Mo stable isotope composition (defined as \( \delta^{98}\text{Mo} \)) in lavas older than \(~7\) million years (Ma) exhibits a narrow range similar to and slightly higher than MORB, whereas those younger than \(~7\) Ma show a much greater range and extend to unusually low \( \delta^{98}\text{Mo} \) values. Sediments from DSDP Leg 78A, Site 543 have uniformly low \( \delta^{98}\text{Mo} \) values whereas Leg 14, Site 144 contains both sediments with isotopically light Mo and Mo-enriched black shales with isotopically heavy Mo. When coupled with published radiogenic isotope data, Mo isotope systematics of the lavas can be explained through binary mixing between a MORB-like end-member and different sedimentary compositions identified in the DSDP cores. The lavas older than \(~7\) Ma were influenced by incorporation of isotopically heavy black shales into the mantle wedge. The younger lavas are the product of mixing isotopically light sedimentary material into the mantle wedge. The change in Mo isotope composition of the lavas at \(~7\) Ma is interpreted to reflect the removal of the Cretaceous black shale component due to the arrival of younger ocean crust where the age-equivalent Cretaceous sediments were deposited in shallower oxic waters. Isotopic fractionation of Mo during its removal from the slab is not required to explain the observed systematics in this system.

1. Introduction

Subduction zones are key features in the ongoing differentiation of the Earth. They serve both to produce new continental crust through arc magmatism and to pollute the mantle with crustal materials (e.g., Ryan & Chauvel, 2014). These crustal materials include both oceanic crust produced at mid-ocean ridges and a sedimentary cover that includes materials derived both from continents and from the water column. All of this material is subjected to chemical transformations that are unique to the Earth’s surface, such as chemical weathering and low temperature hydrothermal alteration. Stable isotopic tracers that experience fractionation under such circumstances therefore may offer unique insights into mass transfer between the subducting slab, mantle wedge, and magmatic arc. Understanding these fluxes is crucial to broader questions surrounding the origin of continental crust and different mantle geochemical reservoirs.

The molybdenum (Mo) stable isotope system has been investigated over the last few years as a potentially useful new tool for tracing the input of different components of subducting slabs into arc magmas, since different types of sediment and altered oceanic basalt can exhibit distinct Mo isotopic signatures (Freyimuth et al., 2015, 2016; König et al., 2016; see review in Willbold & Elliott, 2017). While the Mo isotope compositions of rocks from several arcs appear to differ systematically depending on whether significant subducted sediment melting occurs, mismatches between characterized subduction zone inputs and arc outputs have been taken to suggest that Mo experiences isotope fractionation when leaving the slab and therefore does not directly record the isotope composition of the inputs (Freyimuth et al., 2015; König et al., 2016). However, these studies have generally been conducted at the whole-arc scale, and have not
looked at the potential for variability at a single eruptive center or the potential for temporal patterns in isotope variability.

In this contribution, we present Mo isotope data for a suite of lavas from the island of Martinique in the Lesser Antilles arc, which contains a ~25 Ma record of arc volcanism and shows evidence for both ocean crust dehydration and sediment melting in magma petrogenesis. We also compare these results to data obtained for sediments recovered from two Deep Ocean Drilling Program sites on the downgoing oceanic plate that can be taken to represent the sedimentary input to the subduction zone. We show that, while different subgroups of Martinique lavas show different Mo isotope ranges and covariation with radiogenic isotopes, all Mo isotope systematics can be explained by mixing between a mantle end-member and sediment compositions present in the downgoing slab, and Mo isotopic fractionation at the slab-mantle interface is not required to explain the observed covariations. By extension, mafic arc lavas in sediment-rich subduction environments may provide a record of the average Mo isotope composition of ocean sediments that is preserved in the geologic record long after the sediments depart the Earth’s surface.

2. Background

2.1. Previous Work on Martinique

The Lesser Antilles is an island arc system formed by the westward subduction of Atlantic oceanic lithosphere beneath the Caribbean Plateau. It has been active since the Oligocene Epoch (e.g., Macdonald et al., 2000). The arc is broadly divisible into a northern and southern segment, each with distinctive histories. The northern segment experienced a rearward jump of the magmatic axis around 7 Ma, attributed to the subduction of an aseismic ridge and resulting changes in slab angle (Bouysse & Westercamp, 1990). This led to the development of a new volcanic front west of the original island chain. In contrast, the southern segment of the arc (e.g., southward of ~14°N) has remained fixed. Magma Sr, Nd, and Pb isotopic compositions also differ significantly between the segments. Northern magmas are isotopically primitive and closer to typical island arcs whereas the southern magmas have enriched isotopic signatures, approaching the composition of continental crust (e.g., Davidson, 1987; White & Dupré, 1986).

Martinique is located at the juncture of the northern and southern arc segments. Here, the axis of arc magmatism migrated only a small distance westward. This increased the size of Martinique and gave it a broad east to west age zonation preserving ~25 Ma of arc history (Germa et al., 2011) rather than resulting in the construction of a new island further west, as happened in the northern Lesser Antilles. Martinique has also featured heavily in a long-running debate over the source of isotopic diversity in the Lesser Antilles. Many workers have emphasized the importance of upper plate crustal assimilation (e.g., Bezard et al., 2015a, 2015b; Davidson, 1986; Smith et al., 1997). Other workers have argued that the observed isotopic diversity can be explained solely by differing amounts of subducted sediment melt and slab dehydration input into the mantle wedge (e.g., Carpentier et al., 2008, 2009; Labanieh et al., 2010, 2012; Tang et al., 2014; Teng et al., 2016; White & Dupré, 1986). In addition to the release of discrete melts and fluids from the slab, incorporation of mélangé diapirs from the slab into the mantle wedge followed by melting of the mixture has also been proposed to explain isotopic systematics of the Lesser Antilles (Nielsen & Marschall, 2017; see also Marschall & Schumacher, 2012), although the unusually isotopically enriched compositions of Martinique do not entirely adhere to the expected geochemical covariations predicted by this model.

Of particular relevance to this work is the geochemical survey of Martinique by Labanieh et al. (2010, 2012). These workers found that Martinique lavas form well-defined radiogenic isotope mixing hyperbolas but that older samples (7.1–25 Ma) project to a slightly different end-member than younger samples (~< 5.1 Ma). Both of these hyperbolas project to isotopically enriched end-members that overlap with the range of isotopic compositions found in the DSDP sediment samples characterized by Carpentier et al. (2008, 2009). This model of sediment melting or incorporation into the mantle wedge has been further supported by Li isotope data for the same samples presented by Tang et al. (2014). Labanieh et al. (2012) also noted that trace elements ratios traditionally used to distinguish between subducted sediment melting and slab dehydration influences vary systematically based on location on the island. Lavas on the east side of the island and on the tip of the southwestern peninsula show influence of slab fluids whereas those in the central and northwest parts of the island show influence of sediment melting.
2.2. The Mo Isotope System and Its Application to Subduction Processes

Molybdenum is a transition metal that has the ability to exist in several valence states, with +4 and +6 being the most common. When oxidized to a +6 state, Mo (in the form of MoO$_{4}^{2-}$) at circumneutral pH is highly soluble, meaning that chemical weathering of the continents under oxidizing conditions will lead to significantly greater export of Mo to the ocean relative to weathering under anoxic atmospheric conditions (e.g., Kendall et al., 2017). For this reason, the concentration of Mo in ancient ocean sediments has served as an important paleoredox indicator (e.g., Anbar et al., 2007; Scott et al., 2008).

Molybdenum has seven stable isotopes and capture of oxidized Mo in sediments has the ability to induce isotopic fractionation, measured as $\delta^{98}$Mo ([$^{98}$Mo / $^{95}$Mo$_{sample}$ / $^{98}$Mo / $^{95}$Mo$_{standard}$] - 1) × 1,000. Capture of dissolved seawater Mo by Fe-Mn oxides significantly favors light isotopes, as does nonquantitative reduction of Mo in suboxic or mildly anoxic sedimentary environments (Arnold et al., 2004; Barling et al., 2001; Siebert et al., 2003). On the other hand, alteration of oceanic crust by seawater appears to result in the preferential sequestration of heavy Mo isotopes (Freymuth et al., 2015; McManus et al., 2002).

Isotopic fractionation of Mo during high-temperature processes is also possible. Greber et al. (2011) reported isotopic fractionation during the formation of hydrothermal molybdenite deposits. In a study of the Kos Plateau Tuff, Voegelin et al. (2014) found that hornblende and biotite incorporated lighter isotopes of Mo preferentially and their crystallization during differentiation drove the magma to higher $\delta^{98}$Mo values. Greber et al. (2014) also reported evidence of Mo isotope fractionation during fractional crystallization and fluid exsolution in granitic magma. On the other hand, Yang et al. (2015) reported no evidence of Mo isotope fractionation with igneous differentiation at the Hekla volcano in Iceland, although this is a “dry” magmatic system that does not crystallize biotite or hornblende. In summary, these findings suggest that differentiation of hydrous magmas is also capable of producing measurable Mo isotopic variation, although the magnitude of this variation is less than that observed in low-temperature settings associated with redox-dependent processes.

The creation of isotopically distinct pools of “surface Mo” in sediments and altered oceanic crust that are then subducted has led to interest in whether Mo isotopes can be used as tracers in studies of arc magmatism (see review in Willbold & Elliott, 2017). Freymuth et al. (2015) considered the Mo isotope composition of mafic lavas from the Marianas arc and compared them to DSDP sedimentary and basaltic oceanic crust samples from the downgoing Pacific plate. They found that the lavas and uppermost altered portions of the downgoing ocean crust have Mo isotopic compositions heavier than unaltered MORB but the majority of sediments are lighter than MORB. With the support of Pb isotopic data, they argued that the Mo isotope signature of the lavas reflected Mo-rich fluids expelled from the minimally altered portions of the subducting basaltic crust and that expulsion of these fluids resulted in isotopic fractionation favoring heavy isotopes in the fluids and lighter isotopes in a residual phase. König et al. (2016) measured the compositions of mafic arc lavas from several localities around the world and reported a large range of $\delta^{98}$Mo, including many samples with $\delta^{98}$Mo values much lower than MORB. They related differences in $\delta^{98}$Mo to the relative importance of slab dehydration versus sediment melting, with the former resulting in fluids with isotopically heavy Mo and a residue with lighter Mo (analogous to Freymuth et al., 2015) and the latter resulting in the breakdown of the residual phases and release of isotopically light Mo.

Freymuth et al. (2016) recently presented Mo isotopic data on mafic lava samples from the entire length of the Lesser Antilles along with data for sediment from DSDP Site 144. This sample suite included a single sample from Martinique, which yielded a $\delta^{98}$Mo value similar to MORB, but all of the other islands yielded results that were isotopically heavier, with the heaviest values found in samples from islands north of Martinique. Even heavier isotope compositions were observed in Cretaceous black shales from the DSDP site and the authors argued that incorporation of sediments such as these into the mantle wedge was the cause of the higher-than-MORB $\delta^{98}$Mo values seen in the lavas. The comparatively anomalous nature of the Martinique sample was attributed to assimilation of suboxic sediments embedded in the arc-hosting upper plate.

Mo has long been considered to mirror the behavior of Ce in the mantle (Sims et al., 1990) and the Ce/Mo ratio has been used as a proxy for preferential transport of Mo off of the slab or preferentially retention in a residual mineral (Freymuth et al., 2015, 2016; König et al., 2016). Freymuth et al. (2016) noted that while northern Lesser Antilles lavas exhibited $\delta^{98}$Mo values that could be explained by the incorporation of black shales or their melts into the mantle wedge, the lavas exhibited high Ce/Mo, whereas the DSDP black shales...
exhibited Ce/Mo < 1. This discrepancy was explored in the melting experiments of Skora et al. (2017), which found that different residual mineral phases control the budgets of Mo and Ce during melting, with a major dependence on redox conditions and carbonate content. These authors concluded that melting of the Site 144 black shales could not produce the Ce/Mo values seen in the Lesser Antilles lavas but that a hypothetical mix of black shales and Ca-poor marine clays and terrigenous sediments could explain the lava compositions.

The Freymuth et al. (2016) study of the Lesser Antilles and the studies from other arcs described above were generally reconnaissance studies that considered a small number of samples distributed along the entire length of the arc. Here, we focus on a single arc volcanic island with a ∼25 Ma preserved history and a large sample suite already well characterized for the major radiogenic isotope systems and several stable isotope systems. This complements the regional studies and provides an additional window on the processes controlling Mo and its isotopes in arc systems and may ultimately also provides new insights into the potential to use the Mo isotope composition of arcs to track deep marine redox evolution.

3. Methods

3.1. Samples

The Martinique lava samples studied here are primarily basaltic to andesitic in composition, with the exception of one dacitic sample. The lavas have ages ranging from ∼25 to ∼0 Ma. Deep Sea Drilling Project sediment samples come from two sites (Figure 1). DSDP Leg 14, Site 144 is from the edge of the Demerara Rise, about 1,000 km SE of Martinique. Samples range in age from Oligocene to Early Cretaceous; they are uniformly carbonate-rich and include marlstone, black shale, and chalk ooze (Hayes et al., 1972). DSDP Leg 78A

Figure 1. Map of the Lesser Antilles arc, showing DSDP sites, and inset of Martinique, showing lava sample locations (modified from Labanieh et al., 2010). For the sake of simplicity, the term “Old Arc” used in this paper will combine the Intermediate and Old Arc portions of the island shown in the inset.
Site 543 is from about ~270 km NE of Martinique. Samples range from Oligocene to Late Cretaceous and consist primarily of pelagic and radiolarian clays, with the youngest two samples containing some volcanic ash (Biju-Duval & Moore, 1984).

The lava samples studied here have been previously characterized for their major and trace element compositions and their Sr, Nd, Pb, and Hf isotope compositions by Labanieh et al. (2010, 2012). Only samples that showed no sign of alteration (as reported by Labanieh et al., 2012) were chosen for Mo isotope characterization. Sediment samples were previously characterized for major and trace element compositions and Sr, Nd, Pb, and Hf isotope compositions by Carpentier et al. (2008, 2009). Many of both the lavas and sediments have also been characterized for their Li (Tang et al., 2014), Ce (Bellot et al., 2015), and Mg (Teng et al., 2016) isotope compositions.

3.2. Sample Digestion and Mo Separation

Lava samples were digested on the hot plate in screw-top beakers in 3 mL of concentrated HF + 0.5 mL of concentrated HNO₃ at 140°C for 2 days and then evaporated. Sediments samples, which may contain zircon, were digested with the same acid mixture at high pressure in Parr bombs for 2 days at 140°C, before being unsealed and evaporated. Both types of sample materials were then dissolved in 3 mL of concentrated HCl + 1 mL of concentrated HNO₃ and heated overnight with the beakers capped before being evaporated. The resulting salts were dissolved in 4 mL of 6M HCl, with a small aliquot being taken to determine the concentration of Mo by ICP-MS in order to ensure a constant sample-spike ratio for isotope work. Aliquots of samples were taken and combined with a 97Mo – 100Mo double spike (spike used in Asael et al., 2013) in proportions designed to double the Mo concentration of the mixture.

Mo was isolated using the two-step chromatography procedure outlined in Asael et al. (2013). Samples were first loaded on anion exchange columns in HCl and washed to remove most of the sample matrix elements before being eluted. The Mo cut was then further purified on cation exchange columns to separate any remaining Fe.

3.3. Molybdenum Isotope Analysis

Molybdenum isotope analyses were conducted on a Thermo NeptunePlus MC-ICP-MS at the Yale Metal Geochemistry Center. Solutions were introduced with an ApexIR desolvating nebulizer and analyzed in static mode, with 91Zr and 99Ru being monitored in addition to the isotopes of Mo. Samples were analyzed in groups of three and bracketed by analyses of the NIST 3134 Mo standard and periodic analyses of the Johnson Matthey Specpure Mo plasma standard (also known as RochMo2). Data were reduced using a modified approach of Siebert et al. (2001).

All δ⁹⁸Mo values are reported per mil relative to the NIST 3134 standard (Goldberg et al., 2013), which is set to 0—following recent studies of igneous applications of the Mo isotope system (e.g., Bezard et al., 2016; Freymuth et al., 2015, 2016; König et al., 2016). Four analyses of three separately digested aliquots of the USGS reference material BHVO-2 yield a mean δ⁹⁸Mo value of −0.08 ± 0.03‰ (2σ) (Table 1), which is within range of the values reported by Burkhardt et al. (2014), Hin et al. (2013), Li et al. (2014), König et al. (2016), Bezard et al. (2016), Freymuth et al. (2016), Zhao et al. (2016), and Liang et al. (2017). One analysis of the USGS reference material W-2 yielded a δ⁹⁶Mo value of −0.04 ± 0.08‰ (2σ), which overlaps with the values given by Burkhardt et al. (2014), Zhao et al. (2016), and Bezard et al. (2016). External reproducibility of the Mo isotope standard was ± 0.04‰ (2σ).

4. Results

4.1. Lavas

Figure 2 shows that δ⁹⁸Mo results for the Martinique lavas vary systematically with age. These variations occur on the same time scale as the variations in radiogenic isotope compositions reported by Labanieh et al. (2010). Consequently, we will use the same terminology, describing samples older and younger than ~7 Ma as the “Old” and “Recent Arc,” respectively. Samples from the Old Arc can be split into two groups based on both δ⁹⁸Mo and location. More western samples have δ⁹⁸Mo values of +0.06 to 0.08 and samples from the easternmost part of the island have δ⁹⁸Mo values from −0.11 to −0.15. Samples from the Recent Arc show a much larger δ⁹⁸Mo range and are also isotopically lighter on average. δ⁹⁸Mo values range from
Figure 2). Molybdenum concentrations determined by isotope dilution range from 1.11 to 0.28 ppm and do not vary systemically between the Old and Recent Arc samples (Figure 3).

4.2. Sediments

Sediments from Site 144 yield a bimodal distribution of $\delta^{98}$Mo values (Figures 4 and 5). A Turonian marl and an Albian quartzose marlstone with interbedded limestone and carbonaceous clay are anomalously heavy,
with δ98Mo values of $\pm 0.49$ and $\pm 0.63\%_{oo}$, while the other Cretaceous marls and marlstones and Cenozoic chalk ooze samples range from $\pm 0.19$ to $\pm 0.65\%_{oo}$ (Figures 4 and 5). One of the isotopically heavy samples has an extremely high Mo concentration (97.5 ppm) while all other samples have concentrations less than 1 ppm. The range in Mo isotope compositions and concentrations mirrors that reported by Freymuth et al. (2016) for other samples from this site. Site 543 samples, consisting of clays and claystones, differ from those from Site 144 in that they yield consistently light δ98Mo values, ranging from 20.19 to 20.65 (Figures 4 and 5). Molybdenum concentrations from Site 543 samples range from 11.5 to 2.16 ppm.

Using the approach of Carpentier et al. (2008) and considering the thickness and density of each sedimentary unit, we can calculate grand averages of the Mo concentration and isotope composition of the sediment sequence at each site (Table 2). We include the data reported by Freymuth et al. (2016) for Site 144 in the grand average for that site. The concentration and δ98Mo value for Site 144 is 11.0 ppm and 20.52, respectively, whereas the concentration and δ98Mo value for Site 543 is 6.1 ppm and 20.70, respectively. Site 144 shows extreme enrichment of Mo in sedimentary Unit 3 (roughly 200 times greater than other units) and in general shows huge isotopic variability. Therefore, the grand average for Site 144 should be utilized with caution.

5. Discussion

5.1. δ98Mo of Martinique Lavas Compared to Other Lesser Antilles Islands and Other Arcs

Lavas from Martinique show an extreme diversity in Mo isotope compositions, with δ98Mo values spanning ~1.8%oo in total and significant differences between the Old and Recent Arc lavas. Lavas from the Old Arc overlap in δ98Mo composition with results from other islands in the Lesser Antilles (Freymuth et al., 2016). Old Arc samples from the extreme eastern part of Martinique have δ98Mo values resembling the Lesser Antilles islands to the north of Martinique reported by Freymuth et al. (2016), and these values also overlap with the depleted MORB mantle (Figure 3) (Bezard et al., 2016; Liang et al., 2017). Old Arc samples from the more western parts of Martinique have the heaviest Mo isotope compositions seen on Martinique, with values resembling the southern islands of the Lesser Antilles (Figure 3) (Freymuth et al., 2016). On the other hand, many of the Recent Arc samples extend to much lighter values than either the other Lesser Antilles or MORB. These compositions extend to, and in one case exceed, the lowest δ98Mo values for arc lavas reported in the literature (König et al., 2016). The anomalously light δ98Mo values seen elsewhere are characteristic of arc systems where subducted sediment is melting (König et al., 2016).

5.2. Origins of δ98Mo Signal in DSDP Sediments

The sediments from the two DSDP cores differ greatly in lithology and bulk geochemistry, reflecting a mixture of carbonate and terrigenous material at Site 144 and pelagic material at Site 543, but the post-Turonian sediments of both cores are all isotopically light (Figure 5).

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End-member</th>
<th>Mo (ppm)</th>
<th>δ98Mo</th>
<th>Sr (ppm)</th>
<th>$^{87}$Sr/$^{86}$Sr</th>
<th>Nd (ppm)</th>
<th>$E_{Nd}$</th>
<th>Pb (ppm)</th>
<th>$^{206}$Pb/$^{204}$Pb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depleted MORB source with low [Mo]a</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.7036</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depleted MORB source with high [Mo]a</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.7036</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSDP Site 543 sediments, grand average</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.7090</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>-13.0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSDP Site 144 sediments, grand averageb</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>0.7085</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-12.0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $E_{Nd}$ calculated with Bouvier et al. (2008) chondrite parameters.

b[Mo] and δ98Mo grand averages for Site 144 sediments includes both new data presented here and published data of Freymuth et al. (2016).
This probably reflects deposition in relatively well-oxygenated waters with light Mo isotopes scavenged from the water column by Fe/Mn-oxide mineral phases. On the other hand, the older Upper and the Lower Cretaceous sediments (present only at Site 144) yield \( \delta^{98}\text{Mo} \) values that are both negative and positive. One of the samples (144-28) with a positive \( \delta^{98}\text{Mo} \) value is from a black shale unit deposited around the time of Figure 3. \( \delta^{98}\text{Mo} \) versus Mo concentration for Martinique lavas. The Recent Arc lavas have light isotope compositions, distinct from other islands in the Lesser Antilles and several other arcs sampled worldwide. Published data sources for other arc rocks: other islands in the Lesser Antilles and one sample (bold outline) from Martinique (Freyimuth et al., 2016; Kos (Voegelin et al., 2014); Mariana Islands (Freyimuth et al., 2015); and the southwest Pacific and Cyprus (König et al., 2016). MORB and mantle xenolith field from Bezard et al. (2016) and Liang et al. (2017).

Figure 3. \( \delta^{98}\text{Mo} \) versus Mo concentration for Martinique lavas. The Recent Arc lavas have light isotope compositions, distinct from other islands in the Lesser Antilles and several other arcs sampled worldwide. Published data sources for other arc rocks: other islands in the Lesser Antilles and one sample (bold outline) from Martinique (Freyimuth et al., 2016; Kos (Voegelin et al., 2014); Mariana Islands (Freyimuth et al., 2015); and the southwest Pacific and Cyprus (König et al., 2016). MORB and mantle xenolith field from Bezard et al. (2016) and Liang et al. (2017).

This probably reflects deposition in relatively well-oxygenated waters with light Mo isotopes scavenged from the water column by Fe/Mn-oxide mineral phases. On the other hand, the older Upper and the Lower Cretaceous sediments (present only at Site 144) yield \( \delta^{98}\text{Mo} \) values that are both negative and positive. One of the samples (144-28) with a positive \( \delta^{98}\text{Mo} \) value is from a black shale unit deposited around the time of Figure 3. \( \delta^{98}\text{Mo} \) versus Mo concentration for Martinique lavas. The Recent Arc lavas have light isotope compositions, distinct from other islands in the Lesser Antilles and several other arcs sampled worldwide. Published data sources for other arc rocks: other islands in the Lesser Antilles and one sample (bold outline) from Martinique (Freyimuth et al., 2016; Kos (Voegelin et al., 2014); Mariana Islands (Freyimuth et al., 2015); and the southwest Pacific and Cyprus (König et al., 2016). MORB and mantle xenolith field from Bezard et al. (2016) and Liang et al. (2017).

Figure 4. \( \delta^{98}\text{Mo} \) versus Mo concentration for the DSDP sediments, shown in comparison to the Martinique lavas. (Note the use of the log scale on the x axis in contrast to Figure 3). Site 543 samples have consistently moderate Mo concentrations and light Mo isotope compositions whereas the Site 144 samples (including those from Freyimuth et al., 2016, shown as open brown circles) are much more variable. Some of the Cretaceous samples from Site 144 have extreme Mo enrichment and heavier Mo isotopic compositions whereas other Cretaceous and all Cenozoic samples show light Mo isotope compositions. Large stars are grand average compositions for the two sites. Vertical bars on the right show range of Mo isotope compositions seen in marine sediments deposited under different redox conditions (Kendall et al., 2017 and references therein).

Figure 4. \( \delta^{98}\text{Mo} \) versus Mo concentration for the DSDP sediments, shown in comparison to the Martinique lavas. (Note the use of the log scale on the x axis in contrast to Figure 3). Site 543 samples have consistently moderate Mo concentrations and light Mo isotope compositions whereas the Site 144 samples (including those from Freyimuth et al., 2016, shown as open brown circles) are much more variable. Some of the Cretaceous samples from Site 144 have extreme Mo enrichment and heavier Mo isotopic compositions whereas other Cretaceous and all Cenozoic samples show light Mo isotope compositions. Large stars are grand average compositions for the two sites. Vertical bars on the right show range of Mo isotope compositions seen in marine sediments deposited under different redox conditions (Kendall et al., 2017 and references therein).
Ocean Anoxic Event-2 and is strongly enriched in both Mo and U. This suggests deposition under more reducing conditions, under which $\delta^{98}\text{Mo}$ of sediments can begin to approach the much heavier $\delta^{98}\text{Mo}$ values characteristic of seawater. Although seawater has a $\delta^{98}\text{Mo}$ of ~$2.0^{6}\%_\text{oo}$ today and the black shale sampled here has a value of 0.49, Goldberg et al. (2016) has suggested that the $\delta^{98}\text{Mo}$ of ocean water was as low as 0.6% during OAE-2, which would be consistent with euxinic (anoxic and sulfidic) water column conditions during the deposition of this sample. Another Cretaceous sample from Site 144 (144-33) has a slightly heavier Mo isotope composition but lacks the extreme Mo and U enrichment seen in sample 144-28. This sample could reflect deposition under conditions that were anoxic but not euxinic, and the remaining Cretaceous samples yielding negative $\delta^{98}\text{Mo}$ values were probably deposited under conditions that were at least mildly oxygenated.

5.3. Origin of $\delta^{98}\text{Mo}$ Variability in Martinique Lavas

The expansive range of Mo isotope compositions seen in the Martinique lavas, coupled with the great isotope heterogeneity documented in published radiogenic studies (see above) indicates that multiple components are involved in the genesis of these lavas. However, evidence for Mo variation due to fractional crystallization has been documented in another arc system (Voegelin et al., 2014) so the potential for this effect needs to first be considered before evaluating what ingredients are needed in the recipe for Martinique’s lavas.

5.3.1. Do Variations in Lava $\delta^{98}\text{Mo}$ Reflect Magma Sources or the Effects of Igneous Differentiation?

Studies of the effects of magmatic differentiation on Mo isotope composition have produced differing results. The work most relevant to our sample suite is the study on arc volcanics at Kos by Voegelin et al. (2014), who found that hornblende and biotite separates in dacite had lighter Mo isotope compositions than the bulk rock values. It therefore stands to reason that crystallization and removal of these phases in a similarly hydrous arc magmatic system such as Martinique might lead to heavier Mo isotope compositions in more felsic lava samples.

Figure 6 shows that samples from the Recent Arc show no correlation between $\delta^{98}\text{Mo}$ values and MgO or SiO$_2$, indicating that their $\delta^{98}\text{Mo}$ compositions were not affected by fractional crystallization. However, samples from the Old Arc show a modest positive correlation between $\delta^{98}\text{Mo}$ and SiO$_2$ and negative correlation between $\delta^{98}\text{Mo}$ and MgO (Figure 6), which would be consistent with fractional crystallization leading to high $\delta^{98}\text{Mo}$ values. However, the isotopically heaviest samples also have the most radiogenic Sr and Pb isotopic compositions and the least radiogenic Nd and Hf isotopic compositions (Figure 7). Radiogenic isotopic compositions are unaffected by fractionation crystallization so it is likely that the isotopically heavy Mo in the more felsic samples is derived from the same multicomponent mixing process (i.e., source mixing, magma mixing, or assimilation) that also governed the radiogenic isotopes. Although previous workers
using the same sample set have argued for the primacy of source mixing in the generation of geochemical diversity at Martinique, sample 06MT72, which has the second highest $\delta^{98}$Mo value, may have been affected by upper plate assimilation. This sample is an unusually peraluminous dacite containing igneous garnets from Gros Islet, and this unit has previously been singled out as a likely example of crustal contamination (Davidson, 1986; Labanieh et al., 2012; Macdonald et al., 2000).

In summary, the effects of differentiation in crustal magma reservoirs on the Mo isotope compositional range seen in the Martinique lavas are at least secondary if not negligible. We make the case below that variability in Mo isotopic composition to be due to mixing between multiple Mo sources during lava formation.

5.3.2. Origin of $\delta^{98}$Mo Variations in Lavas by Source Mixing Processes?

Labanieh et al. (2010) previously showed that Martinique lavas form well-defined mixing hyperbolas in radiogenic isotope space and that these hyperbolas for the Recent and Old Arc both project to enriched differing end-members that both overlap isotopically with parts of the sedimentary package at DSDP Site 144. Since the $\delta^{98}$Mo compositions of the lavas are not strongly affected by fractional crystallization, the Mo isotope compositions probably reflect multicomponent mixing, and here we explore this hypothesis by considering how the Mo isotope compositions of the lavas and DSDP sediments covey with their published radiogenic isotope and stable isotope compositions (Bellot et al., 2015; Carpentier et al., 2008, 2009; Labanieh et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2014; Teng et al., 2016).

The relationships between $\delta^{98}$Mo and other isotope systems for the lavas and sediments are shown in Figures 7 and 8. Samples of the Old Arc show a relatively limited range of $\delta^{98}$Mo values but a significant range...
of Sr, Nd, Pb, and Ce isotope compositions (Figure 7). $^{87}$Sr / $^{86}$Sr and $\varepsilon_{Nd}$ values are higher and lower, respectively, for higher $\delta^{98}$Mo values but there is no comparable relationship with $^{206}$Pb / $^{204}$Pb and $\varepsilon_{Ce}$. Samples from the Recent Arc appear to form two separate curved arrays in $\delta^{98}$Mo versus radiogenic isotope space. One group shows little radiogenic isotopic variability but large $\delta^{98}$Mo variations whereas the another group shows large variation in radiogenic isotopes but more modest variation in $\delta^{98}$Mo. The relationships between $\delta^{98}$Mo and Li and Mg isotopes are shown in Figure 8. The range of Li and especially Mg isotopic variation relative to measurement uncertainty is small, and no strong correlation are observed when uncertainties are considered.

The incorporation of sediment into the arc mantle source can be modeled as bulk mixing between the grand averages (based on sediment unit thicknesses and densities, see above) of the sediments from Sites 144 and 543 and a mantle source, but choice of the composition of the mantle end-member is complicated by the differing results for both $\delta^{98}$Mo and Mo concentration of the upper mantle in the literature. Bezard et al. (2016) reported Mo isotope data for MORB with a mean of $-0.16 \pm 0.09_{\text{oo}}$ ($2\sigma$, excluding three anomalously high values), whereas Liang et al. (2017) reported Mo isotope data for MORB with a mean of $0.00 \pm 0.02_{\text{oo}}$ and data for continental xenoliths and ultramafic rocks with a mean of $-0.19 \pm 0.06_{\text{oo}}$. Willbold and Elliott (2017) recommended a $\delta^{98}$Mo composition of the MORB mantle of $-0.21 \pm 0.02_{\text{oo}}$ based on Hibbert et al. (2013), although those results were only presented in abstract form. The average concentration of Mo in the mantle is also subject to conflicting estimates. Estimates based on the ratio of Mo to light rare earth elements in basalts have yielded concentrations of 0.025 ppm for the depleted mantle (Salters & Stracke, 2004) and 0.047 ppm for the primitive mantle (Palme & O’Neill, 2014). A similarly low value of 0.023 ppm for the Archean primitive mantle was reported by Greber et al. (2014) based on data from komatiites. In contrast, recent direct measurement of Mo in ultramafic samples has yielded significantly high concentrations, with Liang et al. (2017) reporting values as high as 0.40 ppm and a mean of 0.17 ppm. Below, we consider mixing models that utilize mantle end-members with the Bezard et al. (2016) $\delta^{98}$Mo average of $-0.16_{\text{oo}}$ but with varying Mo concentrations, with a depleted end-member of 0.025 ppm and an enriched end-member of 0.17 ppm.

Figure 7. $\delta^{98}$Mo versus published radiogenic isotope data for the same samples. Radiogenic data from Labanieh et al. (2010) for lavas and Carpentier et al. (2008, 2009) for sediments, with the exception of cerium isotope data in Figure 7e, which was reported by Bellot et al. (2015) for both lavas and sediments. Unfilled box is the Gros Islet dacite, which likely experienced crustal contamination. Unfilled circles are data from Freymuth et al. (2016) for Lesser Antilles lavas (red) and Site 144 sediments (brown). White stars with black outlines represent the mantle end-member in mixing calculations whereas the colored stars are the average compositions of the sediments from the two DSDP sites (accounting for sediment unit thickness and density). Stars with colored outlines are hypothetical sediment compositions needed to explain the data arrays. Solid mixing lines were calculated assuming a mantle end-member with 0.025 ppm Mo (after Salters & Stracke, 2004) whereas the dashed lines assume a high concentration of 0.17 ppm (after Liang et al., 2017). Plot (d) is an enlarged version of the dashed box in Figure 7c.
Bulk mixing curves between mantle and the two sedimentary end-members are shown in Mo isotope versus radiogenic isotope space in Figure 7. In Mo isotope versus Sr and Nd isotope space (Figures 7a and 7b), many of the samples of the Old Arc do not fall on or near any of the mixing curves. Samples of the Recent arc trace out two curved arrays that the mixing lines partially overlap with. When considering the relationship between $\delta^{98}$Mo and $206$Pb/$204$Pb (Figures 7c and 7d), the Old Arc samples similarly do not fall along any of the mixing pathways, although some of the Recent Arc samples fall along the pathway between the mantle and Site 543. These mismatches are not surprising given the limited amount of sampling and data relative to the thickness of the sedimentary section and the relatively large compositional and isotopic heterogeneity that can be expected in natural sediments. Full quantitative evaluation of covariation between $\delta^{98}$Mo and $\delta^{26}$Mg with uncertainties for the mantle from Tomascak et al. (2008) and Teng et al. (2010). Same symbols as in Figure 7.

Although many lava samples do not track the mixing curves tied to average sediment compositions, the lavas do appear to form arcuate mixing arrays that lead to hypothetic end-members that lie within the ranges of sedimentary compositions. The Old Arc samples can be produced by mixing between the mantle end-member and sediment with a similar to slightly heavier Mo isotope signature and more enriched radiogenic isotope signatures. This is consistent with the range of sediment compositions seen at Site 144. The Recent Arc samples can be produced by mixing between the mantle end-member and sediments with isotopically light Mo similar to those at Site 543 (or the Cenozoic units from Site 144). While some of these samples fall on or plot near one of the mixing lines projecting to the Site 543 grand average, the other Recent Arc samples exhibit larger variations in radiogenic isotope compositions with smaller variations in Mo isotope composition. Given the huge variations seen in the various sediment samples, these other
Recent Arc samples could simply reflect greater dominance of another sedimentary lithology. Decoupling of Mo from the radiogenic carrier elements could explain the flatter pathway these following Mo versus radiogenic isotope space. This might be expected given the results of the melting experiments of Skora et al. (2017), which found that the Ce and Mo budgets are controlled by very different mineral assemblages during sediment melting and are therefore easily decoupled. This scenario can be explored by considering the covariation between $\delta^{98}$Mo and Ce/Mo. Figure 9 shows that most of the Recent Arcs samples have Ce/Mo that fall within the range of MORB and fall on a pathway between MORB and the Site 543 sediment compositions, indicating little Ce/Mo fractionation. The Old Arc samples parallel the trend formed by the other Lesser Antilles samples described Freymuth et al. (2016). Skora et al. (2017) explained this trend in the Freymuth et al. (2016) by invoking the melting of a subducting sediment package that included both black shales and low-Ca marine clays and terrigenous sediments, where the residual mineralogy would not favor any retention of Ce but might (depending on redox conditions) favor the retention of Mo. The work of Canil and Fellows (2017) similarly supports the important role of Ca in determining residual slab mineralogy and determining whether Mo is retained or released. Retention of some Mo in the slab during genesis of the Old Arc therefore seems reasonable.

5.3.3. Why Are the Old and Recent Arcs so Different?

The Mo isotope compositions of the Old Arc volcanics are distinctly heavier than those of the Recent Arc. Labanieh et al. (2010) also noted that the radiogenic isotope systematics of Old and Recent Arcs varied and attributed this to differences in the composition of the input sediments at contrasting times. The Mo isotope results reported here and the previously reported Sr and Pb isotope results both suggest that subducting Cretaceous black shales, such as those related to Ocean Anoxic Event 2 (OAE-2), played a more important role in the production of the Old Arc volcanics on Martinique. The age of the ocean floor about to enter the Lesser Antilles subduction zone in front of Martinique (representing the minimum age of ocean crust beneath Martinique today) is Cenomanian-Turonian (Carpentier et al., 2008), meaning that sediments dating from OAE-2 (which occurred at the Cenomanian-Turonian boundary, ~93.9 Ma) should still be present beneath Martinique. However, given the close temporal distance between the age of the ocean crust and the age of the OAE-2, sediment deposition might have occurred in shallower water (i.e., closer to the ridge crest) above the carbonate compensation depth, limiting the presence of black shale and its isotopically heavy Mo. This model is consistent with the suggestion of Freymuth et al. (2016) that subducting black shales are the source of isotopically heavy Mo in lavas on islands south of Martinique, because the ocean crust subducting beneath these islands is older.
5.3.4. Does Mo Isotopically Fractionate When Leaving the Slab?
Molybdenum isotopic compositions heavier than MORB have been reported for arc lavas from the Marianas Islands (Freymuth et al., 2015) and Solomon Islands (König et al., 2016). Both of these systems are fluid-dominated (based on trace elements and other isotopic systematics) and the heavy Mo isotopic signature was attributed to incomplete removal of Mo from the slab with fluids being preferentially enriched in heavy isotopes. König et al. (2016) also observed that arc lavas with significant sediment contributions have isotopically lighter Mo and concluded that this might reflect the mobilization of the isotopically light Mo left behind after slab dehydration.

Our Mo isotope results show that it is possible to produce the combined Mo-radiogenic isotope systematics seen in lavas from Martinique without the need to invoke isotope fractionation during Mo removal from the slab package. While there is evidence in some samples of partial retention Mo relative to elements with similar geochemical properties, production of these arc lava compositions does not require isotope fractionation of Mo during its departure from the slab. The Mo isotope systematics of the Recent Arc lavas reflect the incorporation of isotopically light oxic to suboxic sediments similar to those at DSDP Site 543 and the upper portion of Site 144 into the ambient mantle wedge whereas the Old Arc reflects a greater contribution from Cretaceous black shales. In the case of the Lesser Antilles, as reported both here and by Freymuth et al. (2016) Mo isotopes appear to serve as a more straightforward tracer for the input of different kinds of sediments into subduction systems. This opens the possibility that the Mo isotope composition, through time, of well-preserved arcs can be used to track the Mo isotope composition of deep-sea (subducting) sediments. Given that the Mo isotope composition of sediments will vary with redox conditions (e.g., Scott & Lyons, 2012), this could provide a new means to track deep marine redox evolution. This approach could be particularly promising for tracking the oxygenation of deep marine environments through the Proterozoic and early Paleozoic, which is a topic that has been heavily debated and plagued by the lack of deep sea sediments from this interval.

6. Conclusions
Molybdenum isotopic data from mafic and intermediate lavas from the Lesser Antilles island of Martinique show a large range in compositions. Lavas older than ~7 Ma have Mo isotope compositions similar to or heavier than MORB whereas those younger than ~7 Ma have some of the lightest compositions yet observed for arc rocks. Covariation between Mo and previously published radiogenic isotope data indicate binary mixing between mantle wedge and subducting sediment can explain the observed isotope systematics, without invoking isotope fractionation of Mo coming off of the slab. The heavier Mo isotopic composition of the Older Arc lavas is attributed to the greater involvement of subducted Cretaceous black shales. After 7 Ma, the input to the subduction zone was dominated by isotopically light oxic-suboxic sediments deposited in shallower water, and these sediments account for the isotopically light Mo compositions found in the Recent Arc rocks.
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